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Title search is a crucial phase of the loan origination process. It can simply be defined as the
process of examining all relevant records to establish that a seller is the lawful owner of a property,
and that there are no pending liens. Title outsourcing is a growing trend these days among busy
lending organizations and individual property buyers who are not conversant in real estate matters.
Outsourcing or subcontracting the whole or part of the loan processing task is inevitable nowadays.

Ever since the advent of the worst global economic crisis, a few years back, the lending conditions
and policies have been changing uncontrollably. Lenders have more paperwork and documentation
that not only demand clever skills and speed but also extra expenditure. This makes title
outsourcing an ideal way to produce speedy results, control expenditure and make more money.
The following guide Includes Useful Ideas and suggestions.

How title outsourcing works

A lender that provides mortgages approaches an external contractor that provides title searching
services. The goal is to use the external service provider to investigate the status of titles for all
properties that are pending sale. The entire procedure is outsourced to benefit the lender and buyer.
The former wants to make sure that the title is genuine and insured up to the sum of the mortgage
loan. The latter wants to certify that once the property is transferred, it will have zero errors. Title
search begins only after the chosen remote outworker and the mortgage company forms a contract.

Why title outsourcing helps companies grow

A company that outsources title search work is able to expand and grow quickly than another
company that uses its internal mortgage processors. The following points may help to explain this.

&bull; By assigning title deed investigation work to a third party, which specializes in this area, a
company unlocks time that it could use to create better advertising and marketing strategies.

&bull; A remote service provider uses its own resources to get the job done thus allowing its client to
get rid of redundant staff.

&bull; Title Outsourcing allows taking advantage of the skills that are not already possessed by
internal staff. These include in-depth title investigation, interpreting gathered data and compiling
reports as required by law. This eliminates the costs of re-training or recruiting new employees.

&bull; A big team of independent professionals can divide title search work into many portions to
work quickly and perfectly. The lender can grow and expand quickly if more and more loans enter
the closing stage.

Choosing a title outsourcing service

While outsourcing title searching job is very advisable, mortgage companies should choose whom
to work with carefully. There are many service providers that serve the U.S mortgage industry today
that can be located via the internet. It is imperative to consider the following three factors when
selecting.
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&bull; Sufficient proof of prior experience - Even if contractors that have existed for many years are
much recommended, smart ones can be found among the upcoming companies as well. It is wiser
to request further proof of past success other than relying on years of experience only. This could
include real contacts of previous customers and testimonials.

&bull; Compare fees - Since there are several contributors in the U.S housing market there is a
possibility that one could find a reliable and affordable service provider. One should simply compare
fees charged by various remote contractors.

&bull; Great customer care - Title Outsourcing means that work is performed remotely. Frequent
and efficient communication with customer care representatives is therefore inevitable.
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